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Why do leaves go crispy? Read the poem ‘Why do leaves go 

crispy?’ After reading the poem a few times, encourage the 

children to join in. As the poem becomes more familiar to the 

children, ask them to suggest actions that you can all do together. 

Try out the children’s ideas as you read the poem. Why not have 

bags of leaves to shake and scrunch and invite the children to add 

sound effects as you read the poem?

Practitioner note

The poem ‘Why do leaves go crispy’ is available on The Hub 

to read to the children. An audio version of the poem is also 

available for the children to enjoy.

 SMSC Sp 2;  SMSC Sp 3;  SMSC So 1

Listen and join in with songs, 

rhymes and stories. 

Or L 5 

 Follow simple action words, 

e.g. through games and songs. 

Or L 4

Set the audio version of 

the poem on a laptop or 

similar for children to listen 

to independently. Offer 

percussion instruments made 

from conkers in yoghurt pots 

and bags of crispy leaves for 

children to play along to the 

poem.

DCF C HW N; Or L 5; PD P 3; 

CD Mu 4; DCF P Cr N

Teeny, tiny bird cakes. Invite the children to make teeny, tiny 

bird cakes. Display the resources needed for the task in bowls on 

a tabletop and encourage them to listen carefully, so that they 

know what to do. ‘Instructions’ are available on The Hub to make 

the bird cakes.  

Practitioner note

Simple instructional vocabulary is highlighted on the provided 

instructions.

 SMSC Sp 2;  SMSC So 1

Listen and carry out a two step 

instruction. 

Or L 2

 Listen and respond 

with growing attention and 

concentration. 

Or L 1

Fill trays with seeds and dried 

beans. Offer tongs, easy grip 

tweezers and pots for sorting.

PD P 3; Ma DS CPI 1; PD P 5; 

DCF DCT DIL Nb
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Our visit. Display photographs from the children’s memorable 

experience. Encourage the children to talk about what is 

happening in the each of the photos and challenge them to order 

them chronologically. Ask questions to encourage the children 

to think about things that happen in autumn based on their 

observations. For example ‘What was happening to the leaves? 

What else did you find on the ground?’ Encourage the children to 

say a simple sentence about the visit. Children can also describe 

their favourite part or something that interested them.

Practitioner note

Listen carefully to the things the children say and record their 

comments to display alongside the photographs. ‘Autumn speech 

bubbles’ are available on The Hub to display the children’s 

comments.

 SMSC Sp 2;  SMSC So 1

Retell, in simple terms, an event 

or experience. 

Or S 3

 Use sentences with five 

or more words with some 

grammatical immaturities, e.g. 

leaving out some link words.  

Or S 4

Fill small baskets with found 

objects collected during 

the children’s memorable 

experience. Provide digital 

microscopes or hand lenses 

for close observation. 

KUW 10; KUW 15; KUW 19; 

DCF C HW N 

Woodland

leaves
conkers

pine cones
blackberries

twigs

acorns

Spotting sheet
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Autumn speech bubbles
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Body text 
Sassoon regular: 12 
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Teeny, tiny bird cakes

Method
1 Warm the lard to room temperature. 
2 Put it in a mixing bowl.
3 Sprinkle in some bird seed.
4 Add some raisins and grated cheese.

5 Squidge the mixture together using your hands.6 Roll the mixture into little balls.
7 Put them in the fridge to harden.
8 When hard, put the balls outside for the birds to enjoy.

Ingredients
lard

raisinsgood quality bird seed
grated cheese

Instructions
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In autumn I like to...

Autumn cards
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In autumn I like to...

Crunch, scrunch and rustle. Why do leaves go crispy? What’s inside a conker? Let’s find out all about autumn in this 
exciting seasonal project.

This half term, we’ll visit a woodland to hunt for autumnal treasures. Back in the classroom, we’ll watch what happens 
when frozen objects melt. Getting creative, we’ll press leaves into clay to make beautiful impressions, and we’ll trace the 
patterns on leaves. Things could get messy in our mud kitchen when we use different tools to dig, mix and pour. We’ll 
also enjoy making marks in the mud. Our maths skills will help us to count conkers, and we’ll use them to make different 
numbers. Using sticks, we’ll explore lengths and use the language of size. It will be lovely to curl up in the reading corner 
to enjoy autumnal stories and poetry. After looking closely at seasonal fruits, adults will help us to prepare them. Working 
together, we’ll collect fallen leaves and have lots of fun playing with them! Using our senses, we’ll explore conkers and 
acorns, thinking about why they fall in autumn. 

At the end of the project, we’ll make a colourful and tasty harvest soup or fruity dessert, and read a book about autumn 
that will encourage us to reflect on our learning.

Help your child prepare for their project
Autumn is awesome! Why not go for an autumn walk to play in the leaves? You could also collect natural objects to make 
a colourful autumnal collage. Alternatively, use recycled materials to make a woodland creature. 
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Language, literacy and 
communication skills

Oracy; Reading; Writing

Mathematical development Developing numerical reasoning; Using number skills; Using measuring skills; 
Using data skills

Personal and social development, 
well-being and cultural diversity  

Personal development; Social development; Well-being

Knowledge and understanding of 
the world

Places and people; Time and people; Myself and other living things; Myself and 
non-living things

Physical development Personal; Adventurous and physical play; Health, fitness and safety
Creative development Art, craft and design; Music


